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COGNIZANT STARTS INVESTIGATION IN INDIA OPERATIONS FOR PAYMENT OF 

BRIBES NEXUS BETWEEN HR TEAM AND ENGINEERING COLLEGES 

      
 

By: M.S.Yatnatti: : “AIUPASA NATIONAL PRESIDENT MUMTHAZ AHMED KHAN (Mobile number 0-9916390790) demands VTU to take actions on bribing allegations against few colleges who are bribing few 

corporate for campus recruitments by bribing and other colleges lagging behind as they do not bribe..Khan demands investigation by UGC on these allegations in view of reported Cognizant ordering internal 

investigations.. Investigators also found a breach of internal code when it unearthed a nexus between the human resources team and engineering colleges across Tamil Nadu. Cognizant is a bulk hirer of graduate 

engineers. It is learnt that investigators are looking at the recruitment process. While sources said that a senior human resources team member has resigned, the company's spokesperson Reportedly refused to take 

questions on this. 

 

Reportedly Technology Solutions on Friday said it has begun an internal probe to check if any bribes or other unlawful payments were made by it to set up development centres in India.In a parallel development, the 

company's president, Godorn Coborn, has quit and CEO of IT services Raj Mehta has appointed president. The company did not mention the reasons for Coburn's sudden exit.In a regulatory filing to SEC and the 

US department of justice on Friday, Cognizant said it was "conducting an internal investigation into whether certain payments relating to facilities in India were made improperly and in possible violation of the US 

Foreign Corrupt Practices Act and other applicable laws." Voluntary disclosure of violations limits the severity of the fines that are imposed.The filing said the investigation was being conducted with the oversight of 

the audit committee, with the assistance of outside counsel, and is currently focused on a small number of company-owned facilities.Cognizant's stock price crashed nearly 15% in pre-market trades at Nasdaq as the 

markets came to terms with the filings.Friday's announcements come at a time when Cognizant has said its current year revenue growth of 8.5% to 9.5% will be its slowest since 1996. Sources privy to internal 

developments said a team of lawyers from a US firm arrived in Chennai a few weeks ago and were looking into various land deals the company had entered into for setting up development centres. "There were 

allegations that at various points in time, bribes were paid to different political parties. The investigators were quizzing several people, including senior officials," sources said. Reportedly The company filing to SEC 

said that on September 27, Gordon Coburn resigned from his position as president and on Wednesday, the board of directors appointed Rajeev Mehta, current CEO, IT services, as president of the company. In 

connection with his appointment, Mehta's base salary has been increased to $630,000. His target annual cash incentive award remains at 85% of his base salary. Raj Mehta, 49, has been with Cognizant since 1997. In 

his most recent position as CEO, IT services since December 2013, he was responsible for market-facing activities as well as for delivery across Cognizant's IT services business. Mehta earned his bachelor's degree 

from the University of Maryland and his MBA from Carnegie Mellon University. 

AIUPASA demanding that all Universities  need to adopt digital transformation and information management system like open ERP or SAP and run its entire work with total computerization and simple 

manageable procedures and transparent management instead of dividing existing Universities into number of small Universities.2016 Sunny times for all as  economy recovered from recession .Cloud computing IT 

Security big data mobility and digital transformation topping everyone’s to do list times again are good time for IT  professional and happy times for IT Recruiter and  campus recruitment are here again to bounce 

back. .All state Governments and Government of India MHRD and UGC and AICTE and all statutory bodies should provide a policy frame work for campus recruitment by all companies and provide skill 

development programme a natural boost across country and provide equal opportunity to all INSTITUTIONS instead of selected few in all corporate and companies. About 65000 c0llges and thousands of 

Universities and engineering colleges few IIM and IIT and disparity in talent acquisition in campus recruitments .Innovation on the fly exists in remote colleges and school dropouts. Companies need to Stay ahead of 

the pace of change or you are toast says a management guru..Assembling team members with varied backgrounds most likely involves hiring people whose expertise companies are in no position to pre-judge 

.Understanding new power or new talent even exists in remote unknown engineering college and now the crowd from the villages is challenging traditional IIT and IIM and here is demand to harness its energy by 

providing equal opportunity to all colleges in case of  campus recruitments .Wake up call to all 500 fortune companies in India .The employers are equal opportunity providers to all .But when it comes to campus 

recruitments all corporate seems forgotten their pledge they have made to nation . Common students are questioning why big  companies and corporate only go for campus recruitments only to IIT and IIM and elite 

colleges and do not come to lesser known colleges though talents exists even in a small town and lesser known colleges. elite colleges  have opportunity of giving full page big advertisements in leading news papers 

claiming and setting record of 3689 placement offers by cognizant Infosys and Wipro in a single day and this in turn all these corporate are committing breach of trust of Indian people and breach of Monopolistic 

attitude and against competition Act which deprive equal opportunity to all  .  The Competition Act, 2002 was passed by the Parliament in the year 2002, to which the President accorded assent in January, 2003. It 

was subsequently amended by the Competition (Amendment) Act, 2007. In accordance with the provisions of the Amendment Act, the Competition Commission of India and the Competition Appellate Tribunal have 

been established. The Competition Commission of India is now fully functional with a Chairperson and six members. The provisions of the Competition Act relating to anti-competitive agreements and abuse of 

dominant position were notified on May 20, 2009.Indian corporate are governed by law and should provide equal opportunity to all equally. There is no absolute policy of campus recruitment in any company and 

companies end up doing injustice to vast population in India and few colleges get undue advantage and others are deprive and their students get disillusioned in their careers . 

Reportedly and allegedly there are rumors that dirty politics is under play in few companies and few managements bribe the few companies HR heads and bring them only to their colleges and other are deprived 

and injustice committed Some of the brightest minds from the elite engineering and graduate colleges from around the world join companies and corporate  every year. It is their  continuous effort to build an 

organization where innovative methods of doing business and redefining customer satisfaction are a way of life. They  believe in tapping the best talent from across campuses and molding them into future leaders 

.And that is evident from the large number of business unit heads and members of their  senior management who were all campus hires. In fact, few companies  CEO were  also a campus hire. They  hold campus 

recruitments in various campuses across the country, and share a long association with some of the most prestigious institutes/colleges/ universities . Throughout the country, companies are  associated with the best 

colleges – hiring fresh graduates, engineers as well as the crème de la crème from business schools but what is this definition of best college is unkown to anybody , as they claim that they are  hiring the brightest 

minds in to the organization. Many companies are constantly on the lookout for students that, they  feel, have what it takes to stand out from the crowd and lead companies  into a bright future. Global Campus hiring: 

With a presence in many countries and lakhs of people global giant have been hiring from elite institutions across geographies, and are building a team that is driving them  forward on to new heights .Internship 
Programs:  Few companies  have instituted an Internship Program , through which they  recruit skilled lateral and fresh talent from universities to perform surveys/benchmarks/POCs across platforms and industry 

domains for their  global and regional customers. True to their commitment to engage with the best and the brightest in every field, these were the  proposals for a mutually beneficial professional alliance. Through 

this Internship Program, they offer select students the professional experience of a lifetime. From an enviable work environment to innumerable learning opportunities, and the chance to work directly with eminent 

global clients – this internship program will acclimatize students with the corporate world and offer a first-hand glimpse of life at many giant companies . 

Wikipedia definition of Campus placement: Campus placement or campus interview is the program conducted within educational institutes or in a common place to provide jobs to students pursuing or in the stage 

of completing the programme. In this programme, industries visit the colleges to select students depending on their ability to work, capability, focus and Aim.The major objective of campus placement is to identify 

the talented and qualified professionals before they complete their education. This process reduces the time for an industry to pick the candidates according to their need.It is a cumbersome activity and hence 

majority of the companies find it difficult to trace the right talent. Since, many of the students do not understand the importance of training that is being imparted, whether it is aptitude training or soft skills. When 

they show least interest due to various factors viz., projects, assignments or more of activities loaded by the colleges as part of their curriculum it actually de-motivates the students and make them hate placement 

training. Companies which plan to train the students and make them equipped on all aspects of career development should make an impact in the minds of the students that every minute they spend towards their 

training is knowledge for them. 

Pre-Placement Talk: A presentation about the company will be made during the pre-placement talk. Basically the presentation includes the information like selection procedure, company’s milestones, organizational 

achievements, candidate scope of improvement within the organization if selected, salary, employment benefits. Usually this presentation will end up with question and answer session, students given chance to ask 

questions about . Educational qualification: Companies who are interested in campus visit for recruitment purpose will have specific qualification criteria. Qualification criteria include marks or grade range, specific 

program. Written Test:Qualified students will undergo a test. This is usually a simple aptitude test but depending on company and the position looking for, the difficulty level of the test may be at the higher side. 

Group discussion:Most of the companies will have this round as a filtering round. This round may or may not be conducted. A common topic is placed before the group and a formal discussion or knowledge sharing 

is expected by the judge. Purpose of this round is to check communication skills, etiquette of person, listening ability, convincing power, group leadership, leader or follower and many more things are evaluated on 

the basis of requirement or the particular intention of organisation or company. Technical Interview: Based on outcome of above said process, students will further undergo a round called technical round. This 

round evaluates the technical ability of the student. In most of the cases this will be an individual round but it may be grouped with the formal interview.Formal interview: Final round of the selection process, where 

the student’s stability and his confidence level towards the particular work will be evaluated. The interview focuses on overall personality of the candidate. The more practical application knowledge a candidate has 

the more chances of their selection increase. So having worked on projects in the industry, internships in relevant companies and industry visits to brands in the same sector will enhance a candidate's chance of 

selection.Post-Placement Talk:Once the student is selected, he will be given an offer letter. Company’s executive may provide guidelines about joining procedure and other prerequisites if needed. 

Just trying for a placement in an IT company is not enough. Your attempt should be real hard effort or else there would be no result in making an attempt. For this you can look through previous sample placements 

papers along with the answers. This would indeed help you get prepared in the right way. The campus interview papers should come in the solved version so that you can form a better idea about the answer types. In 

this way the information you are to receive would be both authentic and apt for your career.Placement paper are very important to prepare for campus interviews. Prepare for the written exams with the help of the 

previous sample papers of the company including logical reasoning, technical and numerical aptitude, general awareness and even English awareness.Be prepared for Job Interview Questions :Interview Questions in 

different categories – Technical, HR, Management, Accounting, Finance.Java, C, C++, ASP .Net, Dot Net J2EE, XML, etc .Get ready with Best Resume by reading samples: Find latest resume samples for 

Engineering ,Management, Accounting, Finance Government Jobs and more. And get prepared for Aptitude Question & Answers: Latest verbal aptitude questions and Logical Reasoning answers aptitude questions 

interview questions answers.Students, when they enter college are churned in the dilemma of choosing a career for themselves. Choosing the right career can be a difficult choice, and without a clear aim it is difficult 

to steer thier lives. Nevertheless, with a little hard-work, self reflection and some future planning they  can select the most fruitful and fulfilling career that will be satisfactory for both them and their  parents .The 

most important factor in selecting your career is recognizing your inner natural talents, in other way you think of a work which you can accomplish effortlessly with skilled training. It is possible, your talent may not 

go hand in hand with your career but it can still give a insight of what career you should opt. If you are a good at painting, consider graduating from an art school and becoming a graphics designer. If you are good 

at breaking and fixing up things, you might be very interested in how things work, consider courses in engineering. If you want to be part of the television world, you can get a degree in mass communications and put 

your feet in the world of television or work behind the main screen. 
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To select your career, you also might want to consider your work style. This can be little difficult to discover. You can be a doer, a leader or a learner. If you consider yourself a doer, you are the sole of the job. The 

execution of the work is at your hands, you can focus and work under intense pressure to effectively fulfill the job .The leader, is the motivator. He guides people towards the aim. He inspires people with his visionary 

ideas. If you are the leader, you are responsible for the work people do. Your check in on people to ensure smooth work function. You are on the top of the hierarchy of the work order.The learners are researchers 

and strategic thinkers. If you are one of the same, you are a meticulous man. You love learning and fixing things in the most perfect way however you in the pursuit of completing your work precisely you might not 

be able to complete a work in a short time length .So now, if you have discovered your work style. Now it is the time to think of the environment you would love to work in and how much balance your want between 

your work and life.Do you love field work? Running, jumping, camping is what you like the most? You should consider joining the military; you will learn what only 6 out of 100 people learn. You life will be most 

unique and not a bit you will repent. If you love working indoors, consider joining a MNC which has all facilities available starting from gym, recreational centers, coffee shops and awesome spots to work. You need 

to be dedicated from your soul in order to get a job in these institutions. You can join as engineers, administration managers; financial manager’s etc .You might have a dream to be part of a job, where you will be 

working on the move. You will be paid to travel. Journalists, Geologists, Archaeologists, Photographers, Travel writers are some of the choices you might want to consider . 

According to press reports if terms like SQL, Python and JavaScript aren’t on your radar, employers may not be interested in hiring you. However, there is good news for those without coding skills: You can acquire 

these skills without having to study computer science in college — sometimes for free in online MOOCS .Roughly half of the jobs in the top income quartile — defined as those paying $57,000 or more per year — are 

in occupations that commonly require applicants to have at least some computer coding knowledge or skill, according to an analysis of 26 million U.S. online job postings released this month by job market analytics 

firm Burning Glass and Oracle Academy, the philanthropic arm of Oracle focused on computer science education, in Redwood City, Calif. In simple terms, coders write the instructions that tell computers what to 

do; in-demand programming languages include SQL, Java, JavaScript, C# and Python. This high number is thanks, in part, to the fact that it’s not just technology jobs that now require at least some coding 

knowledge, says Alison Derbenwick Miller, the vice president of Oracle Academy. “Computing has become a tool in every industry,” which means that coding knowledge is now needed for workers across fields, she 

says. Indeed, everyone from business people who work with data to designers and marketers who create websites to scientists who conduct research now need at least some coding knowledge. Employers and 

employees — even those who aren’t in the technology field — say the same. “having some knowledge of coding is essential for job seekers these days,” as it can help them understand the tasks of — and work more 

effectively with — other departments, including their tech and engineering teams.  

Make wise and informed decisions: How much money do you want to make?:Make your life project .Life Happiness project . Undoubtedly money is important. If you are going to be your family’s only breadwinner, 

making good money from the career you choose is necessary. But, you should also consider your work-life balance in this journey. It is not at all necessary to compromise your life happiness for earning lot. You can 

earn a considerable amount of money and be happy. You might enjoy the flow of money you get by killing your happiness but soon you will be drained and your zeal for work will vanish. As time rolls on you will be 

more matured and start to believe in the decision you made and if you ever want to change your career, remember you can and for this you always need be versatile in the skills you have. I have known people who 

enjoyed studying engineering but decided to work in banks and ships. So just lay a foundation, and layer the house of your choice.As per many companies pre-requisites you dress nicely for the interview, reach the 

venue on time, complete the placement procedure, answer all the questions that the interviewers ask, and get back to your home with a big smile on your face as you have accomplished a big hurdle. But hold on a 

moment! In your excitement and enthusiasm for answering the questions, you almost forgot how the interview actually went! Was the interviewer happy with your answers? Most importantly, were you satisfied with 

your answers? There’s nothing to worry though, given below are some pointers as to how a good interview should look like, which will help you make sure whether your outing for the job search was a successful one 

or not. If you have been given a green flag and called for the next interview round, you can be positive about the fact that the interviewer has liked you. No HR manager will waste his time with aspirants in whom he 

finds no spark. Therefore, if you have been selected for the next round, it is an indication that the interviewer sees you as a possible candidate to join the company. Usually, if the interviewers like a candidate, they 

show their interest in him by talking about the culture of their company, opportunities available for the candidate to grow himself being around in the company and clearing his doubts about the company. These are 

definitely optimistic moments for you and a sign that they want you in their team .One of the perfect indication that your session went well is when a manager asks you the date of joining i.e in case you are not a 

fresher, how much time will it take you to complete all the formalities to leave your current job and join them .Your chances of getting the job becomes more when a manager asks you the salary that you expect, it 

surely means that he wants to see you in their squad. He is just making calculations over his mind that how much they will have to spend on you (cost to company) and whether you’ll be an asset for them.. 

One portal to VTU campus placements:  To address the pivotal concern of the students, the Visvesvaraya Technological University (VTU) is going for a unique project where every student studying in the engineering 

college can make himself/herself eligible for the campus placements .The VTU campus connect programme, a first of its kind, would enable every student to register through a portal of the university which will be 

open to companies with all the required details of the candidates. The companies will also have access to all the academic details. On the other hand, the students will be able to apply online for any opening. So, once 

the candidates are shortlisted, the programme would have a first round of screening online and if a student makes through the second round, they can meet the company representatives at the regional centres.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CONSULTANCY HELP LINE 

 

You may have problems with Government Departments PWD, BDA, BMRDA, KIADB, TOWN PLANNING DEPARTMENTS AND Development Authorities BBMP, Taluka office, D.C. Office, 

Corporation, K.S.R.T.C., Commercial Tax Offices, K.E.B., Pension problems, Acquisitions of Land Problems , Khata, Bifurcation, Tax Revision. Banks Problems etc, which may be have been pending for 

months, and years in Government files etc. 

Everybody is facing Problems, Problems? 

 

Kindly write to us, we analyze and convince ourselves and if appropriate then we will take your problems, to concerned authorities, ministries, i.e., through our news paper property politics and try to help 

you. We also provide consultancy and Liaison service on case to case bases as per agreed terms and fees. Write your problems with Xerox copies. 

M.S.Yatnatti , Editor and Video Journalist Consultant  Mobile: 9945116476  E-Mail: msyatnatti@yahoo.com    propertypolitics@gmail.com 
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